
Moving	from	the	learning	
map	to	the	lessons!



In	groups	of	3

• What	have	you	tried	since	last	we	were	together?
• What	did	you	notice?
• What	do	you	want	to	try	next?

• What	did	you	notice	about	your	outside	pins!



• Place	Based
• Where	will	we	implement	our	plan?

• What	is	your	curricular	place/	community/location/land?
• Teach	skills	in	the	context	and	transfer	out	vs.	teach	out	of	the	
context	and	transfer	in

• Start	with	Strength	
• What	can	we	already	do	and	what	do	we	need	to	do	
next?	vs.	Where	should	we	be	and	why	aren’t	we	there?

• Responsive
• What	competencies	do	we	need	to	target?

• As	an	individual
• As	a	group	as	a	whole

• Continuums	of	Success
• What	is	our	range?

• Who	needs	the	most	support?
• Who	needs	the	most	challenge?

BCs	Renewed	Curriculum



RTI Triangle
Grade/Course/Subject (place)

_____________________________

Curricular Lens:

_____________________________

Competency Lens:

_____________________________

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Students who need 
the most support

Students who 
need the most 
challenge

Curricular Competency



• Content
• What	do	we	need	to	know?

• Process
• What	do	we	need	to	do?

Backwards	Design



• Backwards	Design
• Big	Idea
• What	do	we	need	to understand?

• Content
• What	do	we	need	to	know?

• Curricular	Competencies
• What	do	we	need	to	do?

• Core	Competencies
• Who	do	we	need	to	be?

Backwards	Design



What	else	is	different?	The	ratios!



The	goal	ratios	have	shifted



Planning	Pyramid

Even more 
goals

More goals

Goals



Even	more	
goals

More	goals

Goals

Access

Challenge

4.	Planning	for	the	RANGE:	Extending	for	further	access	and	challenge



Rubrics	vs.	Learning	Maps

deficit deficit Standard

goal



Rubrics	vs.	Learning	Maps

Standard More complex More	complex

goal



Rubrics	vs.	Learning	Maps

Standard More complex More	complex

goal

goal

goal



Course/Subject/Grade(s): Planning	Team:

Unit	Big	Idea: Unit	Guiding	Question:

Goals Access All Most Few Extend

Content:
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Building	an	Assessment	Map!

Grade	Level	Curriculum ChallengePrior	
knowledge



Course/Subject/Grade(s): Planning	Team:

Unit	Big	Idea: Unit	Guiding	Question:

Goals This	is	what	I	
need to	know	

and	do

This is	what	I	must	
know	&	do

This is	what	I	can
know	&	do

This is	what	I	could
know	&	do

This is	what	I	
can	try	to know	

&	do

Content:

Cu
rr
ic
ul
ar
	C
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ie
s:



West	Bench	Elementary

• Danielle	(CT),	Sachia (Librarian),	Charlene	(EA)
• Grade	4/5	Language	Arts
• RTI	triangle
• Story	writing	unit	plan
• Lesson	plan
• Implemented	a	lesson





RTI
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Course/Subject/Grade(s):	4/5	 Planning	Team:

Unit	Big	Idea:	Language	and	text can	be	a	source	of	creativity	and	
joy

Unit	Guiding	Question:	What are	stories?	How	can	we	use	
language	to	be	creative	through	story?
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need to	know	

and	do

This is	what	I	must	
know	&	do

This is	what	I	can
know	&	do

This is	what	I	could
know	&	do

This is	what	I	
can	try	to know	

&	do

Content:	I	know	literary	
elements in story/ text

I	know	when
something	
happens	with	
myself and	my	
friends

I	know	conflict
I know	characters
I know	setting

I know	
characterization
I	know	plot
I know	theme

I know	narrative
structures
I	know	purpose

I	know	
influence/
lesson/moral

Cu
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s:
	I	
ca
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cr
ea
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	a
nd
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m
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I	can	create	text I	can	use	
pictures	and	
words	to	tell	a	
story

I can	tell a	story	orally
I	can	use	visual	text
I	can	make	a	plan	and	
draft

I can	write a	story
I	can	edit	my	story

I can	combine	texts	to	
tell	a	story
I	can	revise my	story

I	can	create a	
story	with	a	
purpose

I	can	use	
language in	
creative	and	
playful	ways

I can	label	my	
pictures	with	
descriptive	
words

I can	try	try	something	
new	in	my	writing
I	can	play	with	words	in	
my	writing

I	can	play	with	
format	in	my	writing

I	can	play	with	ideas	in	
my	writing

I can	play	with	
perspective	in	
my	writing

I	can	
communicate
using	sentences	
and	paragraphs

I	can	use	
conventions

I can	use pattern	
sentences

I	can	use	capital	
letters

I	can	write	sentences
I can	connect multiple	
sentences	together

I	can	use	Canadian	
spelling	in	my writing

I	can	write	
paragraphs

I	can	use	punctuation	
in	my	writing

I can	connect multiple	
paragraphs	together

I	can	use	grammar in	
my	writing

I	can	create a
thesis	for	my	
writing

1.	Choose	Big	Idea	&	turn	into	unit	guiding	questions

2.	Choose	
content	goals

6.	Choose	
curricular	

competency	
goals

7.	Stretch	competency	goals8.	create	
access

9.	Create	
challenge

3.	Stretch	content	goals4.	Create	
access

5.	Create	
challenge
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spelling	in	my writing

I	can	write	
paragraphs

I	can	use	punctuation	
in	my	writing

I can	connect multiple	
paragraphs	together

I	can	use	grammar in	
my	writing

I	can	create a
thesis	for	my	
writing

8.	create	
access

9.	Create	
challenge



Course/Subject/Grade(s):	4/5	 Planning	Team:

Unit	Big	Idea:	Language	and	text can	be	a	source	of	creativity	and	
joy

Unit	Guiding	Question:	What are	stories?	How	can	we	use	
language	to	be	creative	through	story?

Goals This	is	what	I	
need to	know	

and	do

This is	what	I	must	
know	&	do

This is	what	I	can
know	&	do

This is	what	I	could
know	&	do

This is	what	I	
can	try	to know	

&	do

Content:	I	know	literary	
elements in story/ text

I	know	when
something	
happens	with	
myself and	my	
friends

I	know	conflict
I know	characters
I know	setting

I know	
characterization
I	know	plot
I know	theme

I know	narrative
structures
I	know	purpose

I	know	
influence/
lesson/moral

Cu
rr
ic
ul
ar
	C
om

pe
te
nc
ie
s:
	I	
ca
n	
cr
ea
te
	a
nd

	
co
m
m
un

ic
at
e

I	can	create	text I	can	use	
pictures	and	
words	to	tell	a	
story

I can	tell a	story	orally
I	can	use	visual	text
I	can	make	a	plan	and	
draft

I can	write a	story
I	can	edit	my	story

I can	combine	texts	to	
tell	a	story
I	can	revise my	story

I	can	create a	
story	with	a	
purpose

I	can	use	
language in	
creative	and	
playful	ways

I can	label	my	
pictures	with	
descriptive	
words

I can	try	try	something	
new	in	my	writing
I	can	play	with	words	in	
my	writing

I	can	play	with	
format	in	my	writing

I	can	play	with	ideas	in	
my	writing

I can	play	with	
perspective	in	
my	writing

I	can	
communicate
using	sentences	
and	paragraphs

I	can	use	
conventions

I can	use pattern	
sentences

I	can	use	capital	
letters

I	can	write	sentences
I can	connect multiple	
sentences	together

I	can	use	Canadian	
spelling	in	my writing

I	can	write	
paragraphs

I	can	use	punctuation	
in	my	writing

I can	connect multiple	
paragraphs	together

I	can	use	grammar in	
my	writing

I	can	create a
thesis	for	my	
writing

9.	Create	
challenge



Course/Subject/Grade(s):	4/5	 Planning	Team:

Unit	Big	Idea:	Language	and	text can	be	a	source	of	creativity	and	
joy

Unit	Guiding	Question:	What are	stories?	How	can	we	use	
language	to	be	creative	through	story?

Goals This	is	what	I	
need to	know	

and	do

This is	what	I	must	
know	&	do

This is	what	I	can
know	&	do

This is	what	I	could
know	&	do

This is	what	I	
can	try	to know	

&	do

Content:	I	know	literary	
elements in story/ text

I	know	when
something	
happens	with	
myself and	my	
friends

I	know	conflict
I know	characters
I know	setting

I know	
characterization
I	know	plot
I know	theme

I know	narrative
structures
I	know	purpose

I	know	
influence/
lesson/moral

Cu
rr
ic
ul
ar
	C
om

pe
te
nc
ie
s:
	I	
ca
n	
cr
ea
te
	a
nd

	
co
m
m
un

ic
at
e

I	can	create	text I	can	use	
pictures	and	
words	to	tell	a	
story

I can	tell a	story	orally
I	can	use	visual	text
I	can	make	a	plan	and	
draft

I can	write a	story
I	can	edit	my	story

I can	combine	texts	to	
tell	a	story
I	can	revise my	story

I	can	create a	
story	with	a	
purpose

I	can	use	
language in	
creative	and	
playful	ways

I can	label	my	
pictures	with	
descriptive	
words

I can	try	try	something	
new	in	my	writing
I	can	play	with	words	in	
my	writing

I	can	play	with	
format	in	my	writing

I	can	play	with	ideas	in	
my	writing

I can	play	with	
perspective	in	
my	writing

I	can	
communicate
using	sentences	
and	paragraphs

I	can	use	
conventions

I can	use pattern	
sentences

I	can	use	capital	
letters

I	can	write	sentences
I can	connect multiple	
sentences	together

I	can	use	Canadian	
spelling	in	my writing

I	can	write	
paragraphs

I	can	use	punctuation	
in	my	writing

I can	connect multiple	
paragraphs	together

I	can	use	grammar in	
my	writing

I	can	create a
thesis	for	my	
writing



Course/Subject/Grade(s): Planning	Team:

Unit	Big	Idea:	Language	and	text can	be	a	source	
of	creativity	and	joy

Unit	Guiding	Question:	What are	stories?	How	
can	we	use	language	to	be	creative	through	story?

Content	topics L	# Competency	topics L	#

conflict 1 Tell	a	story 1
characters 2 Using	visual	text	to	tell	a	story 3
setting 2,	3 Making	a	plan/	draft 2
characterization Using	written	text	to	tell	a	story 4
plot 4 Editing	a	story
theme Combining	texts	to	tell	a	story 5
Narrative	structures 5 Revising	a	story
purpose Taking	risks

Playing	with	words
Playing	with	format
Playing	with	ideas

Unit	Mini	Lesson	Planner



Course/Subject/Grade(s): Planning	Team:

Unit	Big	Idea:	Language	and	text can	be	a	source	
of	creativity	and	joy

Unit	Guiding	Question:	What are	stories?	How	
can	we	use	language	to	be	creative	through	story?

Content	mini	lessons L	# Competency	mini lessons L	#

conflict Writing	sentences/connecting	
sentences

characters Writing	paragraphs
setting Connecting	paragraphs
characterization spelling
plot punctuation
theme grammar
Narrative	structures

purpose

Unit	Mini	Lesson	Planner



Course/Subject/Grade(s):	Science 9

Unit	Question:	Why	do	we	need	the	sun?

Mini	lessons

1 How	can	I	be	intellectually	curious?

Asking	questions Furthering	my questions Sustaining	my	questions

Solar	radiation
Types	of	light	radiation

2 How	can	I	be	a	scientific	observer?

Making	observations Finding	patterns	in	observations Connecting	observations	to	the	world

Effects	of	solar	radiation

3 How	can	I	make	meaningful	hypothesis?

Making a	hypothesis Making	multiple	hypothesis Adjusting	a	hypothesis

Connections	of	solar	radiation

4 How	will	I	show	my	learning?

Determining the	goals	I	have	met Finding	the	evidence of	my	learning Reflecting on	my	learning

Unit	Mini	Lesson	Planner



Course/Subject/Grade(s): Planning	Team:

Unit	Big	Idea:	Language	and	text can	be	a	
source	of	creativity	and	joy

Unit	Guiding	Question:	What are	stories?	How	can	
we	use	language	to	be	creative	through	story?

Lesson	Goal	1:	What	makes	a	story? Materials/	Prep
Connect:		What	does	story	mean	to	me?	Group	mind	map Chart	paper,	felts

Pcs	symbols
Process:	What makes	a	story	a	story?
Choose	a	text	in	the	library,	compare	with	other	texts,	what	do	all	
stories	have	in	common	(problem)

Thinking organizers

Transform:	wax	museum	– create a	tableau	of	a	problem	in	your	story

Activity
NEED to	do… MUST	do… CAN	do… COULD	do… Try	to	do…

I	can	tell	a	
story	about	
something	

that	happens

I	can choose	a	story	
and	tell	why	I	love	it

I	can	compare	stories to	
see	ow	they	are	the	same	

and	different

I	can	figure our	what	all	
stories	have	in	common

I	can	create
criteria	for	

what	makes	a	
story



What	makes	a	story?

• Connect
• In	your	table	groups

• Using	words,	pictures,	symbols	– think	about	…	

• What	is	the	first	story you	remember?

• What	is	an	important	story in	your	life?

• Where	is	story in	your	life?

• What	storymeans	to	you?



Story



What	makes	a	story?

• Process	– step	1
• In	the	library

• Be	reminded	about	shelf	markers!

• Look	at	stories that	you	know	and/or	could	share	today

• Choose	1	story that	you	love



What	makes	a	story?

Process	– step	2
• Your	job

• You	must – choose	a	group	(3	or	4)	and	share	your	stories	and	
why	you	chose	them

• You	can – compare	your	stories	(what	is	the	same/what	is	
different)

• You	could – figure	out	what	all	your	group’s	stories	have	in	
common

• Come	back	together	and	share
• What	is	something	important	about	stories	that	everyone	needs	
to	know?

• Stories	have…



I	chose	the	story:	__________________________

I	chose	this	story	because:	___________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

I	chose	the	story:	__________________________

I	chose	this	story	because:	___________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

Choosing	a story	- MUST



Comparing	our	stories- CAN

Story	1: Story	2:

Same

Di
ffe

re
nt

Different





Comparing	our	stories	- COULD

Story	1: Story	2:

All	our	stories	have…

Story	3: Story	4:





What	makes	a	story?

• Transform:	What	makes	a	story?	A	conflict/problem!
• WAX	MUSEUM

• In	your	groups
• Choose	a	story	from	
• Figure	out	what	is	the	conflict	(what	happens	in	the	book)
• Create	a	group	wax	statue	that	tells	the	story	about	what	
happens	



Course/Subject/Grade(s): Planning	Team:

Unit	Big	Idea:	Language	and	text can	be	a	
source	of	creativity	and	joy

Unit	Guiding	Question:	What are	stories?	How	can	
we	use	language	to	be	creative	through	story?

Lesson	Goal	1:	What	makes	a	story? Materials/	Prep
Connect:		What	does	story	mean	to	me?	Group	mind	map Chart	paper,	felts

Pcs	symbols
Process:	What makes	a	story	a	story?
Choose	a	text	in	the	library,	compare	with	other	texts,	what	do	all	
stories	have	in	common	(problem)

Thinking organizers

Transform:	wax	museum	– create a	tableau	of	a	problem	in	your	story

Activity
NEED to	do… MUST	do… CAN	do… COULD	do… Try	to	do…

I	can	tell	a	
story	about	
something	

that	happens

I	can choose	a	story	
and	tell	why	I	love	it

I	can	compare	stories to	
see	ow	they	are	the	same	

and	different

I	can	figure our	what	all	
stories	have	in	common

I	can	create
criteria	for	

what	makes	a	
story



Moving	Forward

• Building	a	lesson	sequence!
• Grade	9	– Solar	Radiation
• Summative	Task	– Learning	Portfolio	(Guided	Inquiry	
through	the	year)



Course/Subject/Grade(s): Planning	Team:

Unit	Big	Idea: Unit	Guiding	Question:

Goals Access All Most Few Extend

Content:

Cu
rr
ic
ul
ar
	C
om

pe
te
nc
ie
s

Building	an	Assessment	Map!

Grade	Level	Curriculum ChallengePrior	
knowledge



Science	9

N
ee
d	
to
	k
no

w

Need	to	understand

Need	do



Course/Subject/Grade(s): Planning	Team:

Unit	Big	Idea: Unit	Guiding	Question:

Goals

Content:

Cu
rr
ic
ul
ar
	C
om

pe
te
nc
ie
s

Building	a	Learning	Map!



Course/Subject/Grade(s):	Science	9 Planning	Team:

Unit	Big	Idea:	The	biosphere,	geosphere	and	atmosphere	are	
interconnected	as	matter	cycles and	energy	flow	through	them

Unit	Guiding	Question:	Why	do	we	need	the	sun?

Goals

Content:	
Effects	of	Solar	Radiation

Cu
rr
ic
ul
ar
	C
om

pe
te
nc
ie
s:
	

Q
ue

st
io
ni
ng

Sustained intellectual	
curiosity

Make	observations

Hypothesize



Course/Subject/Grade(s):	Science	9 Planning	Team:

Unit	Big	Idea:	The	biosphere,	geosphere	and	atmosphere	are	interconnected	
as	matter	cycles and	energy	flow	through	them

Unit	Guiding	Question:	Why	do	we	need	the	sun?

Goals Access All Most Few Extension

Content:	
Effects	of	Solar	Radiation

I	know	that the	
sun	gives	light

I	know	why	the	
Earth needs	light	
from	the	sun

I	know	solar	radiation

I	know	the	different	types	
of	light	radiation

I	know	the effects of	
solar	energy	on	the	
cycling	of	matter and	
energy on	the	Earth

I	know	the	connection
of	solar	radiation	to	the
water	cycle

I	know	the	connection	of	
solar	radiation	to	wind	
and	ocean	currents

I	know	how	solar
radiation	is	
connected	to	the	
distribution of	
energy	and	
nutrients	around	
the	planet

Cu
rr
icu

la
r	C

om
pe
te
nc
ie
s:
	Q
ue
st
io
ni
ng

Sustained
intellectual	
curiosity

I	can	wonder	
about	about	a	
scientific	topic

I	can	ask	questions	about	
a	scientific	topic

I	can	ask	questions to	
further	my	inquiry	about	
a	scientific	topic

I	can	sustain	my	inquiry	
about	a	scientific	topic
over	time

I	can	sustain	an	
inquiry	about	a	
scientific topic	of	
my	own		interest	
over	time

Make	observations I	can	use my	
senses	to	observe	
and	describe

I	can	make	observations	to
identify	questions about	a	
topic

I	can	observe	to	find	
patterns	to	help	explain	
or	support	a	hypothesis	

I can	observe	&	make	
connections	to	
phenomena	in	the	natural	
world	connected	to	my	
inquiry

I	can	observe
ethically	in	the	
natural	world

Hypothesize I	can	come	up	
with	possible	
explanations to	
my	wonderings

I	can	make	an	informed
hypothesis	about	a	
scientific	question

I	can	come	up	with	
multiple	informed	
hypothesis about	a	
scientific	topic

I	can	formulate	new	
hypothesis	based	on	new	
information	in	an	
scientific	inquiry

I	can	predict
multiple	outcomes	
to my	own inquiry

1.	Choose	Big	Idea	&	turn	into	unit	guiding	questions

2.	Choose	
content	goals 3.	Stretch	content	goals4.	Create	

access
5.	Create	
challenge

6.	Choose	
curricular	

competency	
goals

7.	Stretch	competency	goals8.	create	
access

9.	Create	
challenge



Course/Subject/Grade(s):	Science	9 Planning	Team:

Unit	Big	Idea:	The	biosphere,	geosphere	and	atmosphere	are	interconnected	
as	matter	cycles and	energy	flow	through	them

Unit	Guiding	Question:	Why	do	we	need	the	sun?

Goals Access All Most Few Extension

Content:	
Effects	of	Solar	Radiation

I	know	that the	
sun	gives	light

I	know	why	the	
Earth needs	light	
from	the	sun

I	know	solar	radiation

I	know	the	different	types	
of	light	radiation

I	know	the effects of	
solar	energy	on	the	
cycling	of	matter and	
energy on	the	Earth

I	know	the	connection
of	solar	radiation	to	the
water	cycle

I	know	the	connection	of	
solar	radiation	to	wind	
and	ocean	currents

I	know	how	solar
radiation	is	
connected	to	the	
distribution of	
energy	and	
nutrients	around	
the	planet

Cu
rr
icu

la
r	C

om
pe
te
nc
ie
s:
	Q
ue
st
io
ni
ng

Sustained
intellectual	
curiosity

I	can	wonder	
about	about	a	
scientific	topic

I	can	ask	questions	about	
a	scientific	topic

I	can	ask	questions to	
further	my	inquiry	about	
a	scientific	topic

I	can	sustain	my	inquiry	
about	a	scientific	topic
over	time

I	can	sustain	an	
inquiry	about	a	
scientific topic	of	
my	own		interest	
over	time

Make	observations I	can	use my	
senses	to	observe	
and	describe

I	can	make	observations	to
identify	questions about	a	
topic

I	can	observe	to	find	
patterns	to	help	explain	
or	support	a	hypothesis	

I can	observe	&	make	
connections	to	
phenomena	in	the	natural	
world	connected	to	my	
inquiry

I	can	observe
ethically	in	the	
natural	world

Hypothesize I	can	come	up	
with	possible	
explanations to	
my	wonderings

I	can	make	an	informed
hypothesis	about	a	
scientific	question

I	can	come	up	with	
multiple	informed	
hypothesis about	a	
scientific	topic

I	can	formulate	new	
hypothesis	based	on	new	
information	in	an	
scientific	inquiry

I	can	predict
multiple	outcomes	
to my	own inquiry



Course/Subject/Grade(s):	Science 9

Unit	Question:	Why	do	we	need	the	sun?

Mini	lessons

Q1 How	can	I	be	intellectually	curious?

Asking	questions Furthering	my questions Sustaining	my	questions

Solar	radiation
Types	of	light	radiation

Q2 How	can	I	be	a	scientific	observer?

Making	observations Finding	patterns	in	
observations

Connecting	observations	to	
the	world

Effects	of	solar	radiation

Q3 How	can	I	make	meaningful	hypothesis?

Making a	hypothesis Making	multiple	hypothesis Adjusting	a	hypothesis

Connections	of	solar	radiation

Q4 How	will	I	show	my	learning?

Determining the	goals	I	have	
met

Finding	the	evidence of	my	
learning

Reflecting on	my	learning:	
Answering	the	BIG	question

Unit	Mini	Lesson	Planner



Teaching	– from	Faye	and	Richard	Allington
• Gradual	release

• Model/guide/independent	practice/independent	application
• Lesson	sequence:	Connect/Process/Transform	&	Personalize

• Meaningful	tasks
• What	are	the	activities	capturing

• Take	the	time
• Talking	&	conversations
• Text

• Oral,	visual,	written
• Multiple	levels	&	perspectives

• Feedback
• What	is	working?	What	is	not?	What	is	next?



Course/Subject/Grade(s):	Science	9 Planning	Team:

Unit	Guiding	Question:	Why	do	we	need	the	sun?

Competency Guiding	Question:	How	can	I	be	intellectually	curious?	
Mini	lesson:	wondering/asking	questions

Supports

Co
nt
en

t:	
So

la
r	r
ad

ia
tio

n

Connect:	
Introduce	unit	question
Drawing	vocab	activity:	Light,	earth,	sun,	radiation,	effect,	cycle, matter,	energy,	
wind,	ocean	currents,	water	cycle,	connection,	solar	radiation,	nutrients,	Earth

Word squares,	
pencils,	scissors

Process:	
Picture	set- what	do	you	wonder	about	what	you	see?
Brain storm	questions	using	vocabulary	words	and	information	from	the	picture	
set,	write	questions	on	sentence	strips
Organize questions	into	themes	on	the	wall

Sentence strips,	
markers

Transform:
Choose	a	theme	to	investigate	further	for	an	inquiry,	decide	what	supports	you	
need	to	be	successful	in	your	inquiry	(e.g.	individual,	partner)

Question	planning	
form

Task(s)
Access MUST	do… CAN	do… COULD	do…

Match	vocab
words	to	images

Choose	a question	to	
investigate	further

Come	up	with	3 or	more follow	
up	questions	to	begin	an	
inquiry

Make	a	possible hypothesis	to	
one	of	your	questions



Course/Subject/Grade(s):	Science	9 Planning	Team:

Unit	Guiding	Question:	Why	do	we	need	the	sun?

Competency Guiding	Question:	How	can	I	be	intellectually	curious?	
Mini	lesson:	wondering/asking	questions

Supports

Co
nt
en

t:	
So

la
r	r
ad

ia
tio

n

Connect:	
Share	questions	chosen	
Brainstorm: What	makes	a	good	question?

Word squares,	
pencils,	scissors

Process:	
What	makes	a	good	scientific	question?	(evidence can	be	found,	testable- data	
collection,	hypothesis,	interesting)
Groups	– Make	the	example	questions	more	“scientific”
Groups/individuals – Make	their	own	questions	more	“scientific”

Sentence strips,	
markers

Transform:
Exit	slip:	What	is	your	scientific	question	about	the	sun?	
Come	up	with	a	scientific	question	about	something	else	that	is	interesting	that	
you	would	like	to	inquire	about

Question	planning	
form

Task(s)
Access MUST	do… CAN	do… COULD	do…

Choose	a	
question	to	
wonder	about

Add	to	your	
wondering/question	to	make	
it	more	scientific

Come	up	with	3	or	more	follow
up	scientific	questions

Trade your	question	with	
another	peer	or	group	for	
feedback



Grade	3/4
What	makes	a	good	friend?		\How	can	I	be	a	better	
friend?

You	will	be	presenting	at	the	end	of	year	assembly	
giving	advice	to	your	school	about	how	to	be	a	
better	friend.

Format:	With	your	table	group,	choose	a	
formatAudience:	300	people,	range	of	age,	



Course/Subject/Grade(s):	Language Arts	Gr.	3/4 Planning	Team: Blaschuck &	Moore

Unit	Big	Idea(s):	Stories	can	be	understood	from	
different	perspectives	

Unit	Guiding	Question:		What	makes	a	good	friend? How	can	I	be	a	better	friend?

Goals Access All Most Few Challenge

Content:	
Character

Problem

I know	the	characters	in	
my	text

I	know	an event in	my	
text

I	know	why	the	
characters	are	
connected	to	the	event

I	know	the	different	
character	perspectives		
in	connection to	the	
event/	problem

I	know	the	motivations	
behind	the	perspectives	
of	the	characters	in	
connection	to	the	
event/problem

I know	how	the	
perspectives	of	the	
characters	have	
changed	over	time	in	
relation	to	an	
event/problem

Cu
rr
ic
ul
ar
	C
om

pe
te
nc
ie
s

Comprehend	and	
connect:	Use	personal	
experience	and	
knowledge	to	connect	
to	text	and	make	
meaning	

I	can	choose	an event	in	
a	text	that	reminds	me	
of	man	event	in	my	life

I	can	connect	my	text	to	
myself

I	can	connect	my	text	to	
another	text

I	can	connect	my	text	to	
the	world

I	can	connect	my	text	to	
a	bigger	life	lesson

Engage	actively	as	
listeners,	viewers,	and	
readers,	as	
appropriate,	to	
develop	understanding	
of	self,	identity,	and	
community	

I	can	take	turns	
responding

I	can	respond	to	ideas	
with	a	comment	or	
connection

I	can	respond		to	ideas
with	clarifying	and/or	
extending	questions

I	can	respond	to	ideas	
by	building	on	others’	
ideas

I	can	respond	to	ideas	
by	supporting	other	
members	of	my	group	
to feel	more	included

Create	and	
communicate:	
Communicate	using	
sentences	and	most	
conventions	of	
Canadian	spelling,	
grammar,	and	
punctuation	

I	can	communicate	my
ideas	clearly	in	any	way

I	can	communicate	my	
thinking	in	one	way	
(writing,	speaking,	
representing)

I	can	consider my	
audience

I	can	communicate	my	
thinking	in	two	ways
(writing,	speaking,	
representing)

I	can	communicate	my	
thinking	in three ways	
(writing,	speaking,	
representing)

I	can	use	digital	formats	
to	communicate my	
thinking

Create	and	
communicate:	
Exchange	ideas	and	
perspectives	to	build	
shared	understanding	

I	can	describe	the	
characters	and	an event	
in	my	text

I	can	describe	how	my	
characters	are	
connected	to	an	event	
in	my	text

I	can	describe the	
perspective	of	my	
characters	in	relation	to	
an	event	in	my	text

I	can	explain the	
character’s	motivations	
for	their	perspectives	to	
an	event/problem	in	
my	text

I can	describe	how	
character’s	
perspectives	have	
changed

1.	Choose	Big	Idea	&	turn	into	unit	guiding	questions

2.	Choose	
content	goals 3.	Stretch	content	goals4.	Create	

access
5.	Create	
challenge

6.	Choose	
curricular	

competency	
goals

7.	Stretch	competency	goals8.	create	
access

9.	Create	
challenge



Course/Subject/Grade(s):	Grade 3/4

Unit	Question: What	makes	a	good	friend? How	can	I	be	a	better	friend?

Mini	lessons

Q1 How	can	I	connect	to	stories?

Core competency goal	
setting

Text	to	self Text to	text Text to	world

Characters/events

Q2 How	can I	be	an	active	listener?

Core competency goal respond Question Build	on	

How	character/event	are	connected

Q3 How	do	I clearly	communicate	my	ideas?

Core competency goal Visual	form Oral form Written	form

Perspectives	of	character

Q4 How	can I	use	perspective	to	better	understand	my	text?

Core competency goal Finding	multiple
solutions

Posing	new	questions Continuing my	learning	
outside	the	classroom

Character	motivations

Unit	Mini	Lesson	Planner



Course/Subject/Grade(s): Planning	Team:
Unit	Big	Idea:	Stories	can	be	understood	from	
different	perspectives	

Unit	Guiding	Question:	What	makes	a	good	
friend? How	can	I	be	a	better	friend?

Lesson	Goal:	How	can	I	connect	to	stories?	(t-s) Materials/	
Prep

Connect:	choose	your	book

Process:	(Lit	circles)
Mini lesson	:	text	– self	connects
Read	in	groups	– making	connection (quadrant	of	thought)
(Pay	attention	to	character	and	events)
Tasks

Transform:	How	can	I	connect	to	stories?	How did	you	connect	to	your	text?

Task(s)
Access MUST	do… CAN	do… COULD	do…

Draw	a	body	of	a	
character	in	your	
text	and	label	
what you	know	
about	them

Label the	character	with	
inside	traits	

Label	the	character	with	events	
that	effect	them

Connect	the	traits	to	the	events	
as	evidence



Course/Subject/Grade(s): Planning	Team:
Unit	Big	Idea:	Stories	can	be	understood	from	
different	perspectives	

Unit	Guiding	Question:	What	makes	a	good	
friend? How	can	I	be	a	better	friend?

Lesson	Goal:	How	can	I	connect	to	stories?	(t-t) Materials/	
Prep

Connect:	choose	your	book

Process:	(Lit	circles)
Mini lesson	:	text	– text	connects
Read	in	different		groups	– making	connections (quadrant	of	thought)
(Pay	attention	to	character	and	events)
Tasks

Transform:	How	can	I	connect	to	stories?	How did	you	connect	multiple	texts?

Task(s)
Access MUST	do… CAN	do… COULD	do…

Character jigsaw What	do	the	characters	traits
have	in	common	Venn	
diagram

Compare	characters	
motivations	Venn	diagram

How do	I	connect	to	the	
characters	motivations	(add	a	
bubble)



Course/Subject/Grade(s): Planning	Team:
Unit	Big	Idea:	Stories	can	be	understood	from	
different	perspectives	

Unit	Guiding	Question:	What	makes	a	good	
friend? How	can	I	be	a	better	friend?

Lesson	Goal:	How	can	I	connect	to	stories?	(t-w) Materials/	
Prep

Connect:	choose	your	book

Process:	(Lit	circles)
Mini lesson	:	text	– world	connects
Back	to	original	group– making	connections (quadrant	of	thought)
(Pay	attention	to	character	and	events)
Tasks

Transform:	How	can	I	connect	to	stories?	How does	my	text	connect	to	the world?

Task(s)
Access MUST	do… CAN	do… COULD	do…

List	events	in	
your	text

Choose	an	event	that is	a	
problem	in	the	text	related	
to	your	character – and	
describe	why	it’s	a	problem

Add to	your	character	
placemat

Connect	the	event to	
something	you	have	
experienced	in	your	life

Connect	the	event to	something	
in	the	world	(didn’t	have	to	
happen	to	you)



Grade	4/5/6/7
Grade	4/5:	How	can	I	use	language		and	poetry	creatively	to	better	
understand	an	image?

Grade	6/7:	Why	do	we	take	photographs?	What	stories	can	
photographs	tell	us?

You	will	be	presenting	(as	grade	pairs)	at	the	end	of	year	art	show	

Format:	Photo	and	Poem	displayed,	verbal	presentation	and	
performance

Audience:	3-5	people	rotating	presentation



Course/Subject/Grade(s):	Language	Art	4/5 Planning	Team:	Carlos,	Holly, Linsie

Unit	Big	Idea:	Using	language in	creative	and	playful	ways	helps	us	
understand	how	language	works

Unit	Guiding	Question:	How	can	I	use language		and	poetry	
creatively	to	better	understand	an	image?

Goals This	is	what	I	
need to	know	

and	do

This is	what	I	must	
know	&	do

This is	what	I	can
know	&	do

This is	what	I	could
know	&	do

This is	what	I	
can	try	to know	

&	do

Content:	
I	know	how to	find	
and	tell	a	story	in	an	
image

I	know	my	
senses

I	know	how	to	find	use
my	senses	to	find	
important	details		in	an
image

I	know simile/	
metaphor	and	how	to	
find	it	in	an	image

I	know how	to	find	
purpose	in	a	
photograph

I	know how	to	
find	a	theme	in	
a	photograph
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I	can	use writing	
processes	to	
write	poetry

I	can	find a	
poem	I	love	and	
share	it

I	can	write	a	simile	
poem

I	can	write	a	haiku

I	can	write	a	
metaphor	poem

I	can	write	an	
alliteration	poem

I	can	write	a	
free	verse	poem

I	can	use	
language	in	
creative	ways

I	can	create	a	
visual	
representation

I	can	write	a	
poem	about	
something	that	I	
know	a	lot	about

I	can	use follow	
specific	poem	
structures/format

I	can	use juicy	
descriptive	words	in	
my	poetry

I	can	use	metaphor	in	
my	poetry

I	can	be	playful	in	my	
poetry	by	combining	
formats/structures

I	can	try	new	
things	and	take	
risks	in	writing
poetry

I	can	tell a	story	
of	an	image	
using	poetry

I	can	speak	in	a	
loud	clear	voice

I	can	use	my	voice	to	
perform	in	an	engaging	
way

I	can	use	my	body	
language	to	perform
in	an	engaging	way

I	can	have	stage	
presence	when	I	
perform

I	can	engage	the	
audience	when	I	
perform

I		can	share	my	
ideas	and	
perspectives	
about	poetry

I	can	make	a	
connection	in
responding	to	
poetry

I	can	express my	
opinion	in	responding	
to	poetry

I	can	ask questions	in	
my	response	to	
poetry

I	can	make	inferences	
in	my	response	to	
poetry

I	can	build	on	
other	people’s	
ideas

1.	Choose	Big	Idea	&	turn	into	unit	guiding	questions

2.	Choose	
content	goals 3.	Stretch	content	goals4.	Create	

access
5.	Create	
challenge

6.	Choose	
curricular	

competency	
goals

7.	Stretch	competency	goals8.	create	
access

9.	Create	
challenge



Course/Subject/Grade(s):	Language	Art	4/5 Planning	Team:	Carlos,	Holly, Linsie

Unit	Big	Idea:	Using	language in	creative	and	playful	ways	helps	us	
understand	how	language	works

Unit	Guiding	Question:	How	can	I	use language		and	poetry	
creatively	to	better	understand	an	image?

Goals This	is	what	I	
need to	know	

and	do

This is	what	I	must	
know	&	do

This is	what	I	can
know	&	do

This is	what	I	could
know	&	do

This is	what	I	
can	try	to know	

&	do

Content:	
I	know	how to	find	
and	tell	a	story	in	an	
image

I	know	my	
senses

I	know	how	to	find	use
my	senses	to	find	
important	details		in	an
image

I	know simile/	
metaphor	and	how	to	
find	it	in	an	image

I	know how	to	find	
purpose	in	a	
photograph

I	know how	to	
find	a	theme	in	
a	photograph
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I	can	use writing	
processes	to	
write	poetry

I	can	find a	
poem	I	love	and	
share	it

I	can	write	a	simile	
poem

I	can	write	a	haiku

I	can	write	a	
metaphor	poem

I	can	write	an	
alliteration	poem

I	can	write	a	
free	verse	poem

I	can	use	
language	in	
creative	ways

I	can	create	a	
visual	
representation

I	can	write	a	
poem	about	
something	that	I	
know	a	lot	about

I	can	use follow	
specific	poem	
structures/format

I	can	use juicy	
descriptive	words	in	
my	poetry

I	can	use	metaphor	in	
my	poetry

I	can	be	playful	in	my	
poetry	by	combining	
formats/structures

I	can	try	new	
things	and	take	
risks	in	writing
poetry

I	can	tell a	story	
of	an	image	
using	poetry

I	can	speak	in	a	
loud	clear	voice

I	can	use	my	voice	to	
perform	in	an	engaging	
way

I	can	use	my	body	
language	to	perform
in	an	engaging	way

I	can	have	stage	
presence	when	I	
perform

I	can	engage	the	
audience	when	I	
perform

I		can	share	my	
ideas	and	
perspectives	
about	poetry

I	can	make	a	
connection	in
responding	to	
poetry

I	can	express my	
opinion	in	responding	
to	poetry

I	can	ask questions	in	
my	response	to	
poetry

I	can	make	inferences	
in	my	response	to	
poetry

I	can	build	on	
other	people’s	
ideas







Course/Subject/Grade(s):

Unit	Question:	How	can	I	use language	creatively	to	better	understand	an	image?

Mini	lessons Activity	ideas

1 What	is	poetry and	why	do	we	write	poems?
- Find	a	favourite	poem	and	share	it
- Find	a	visual	to	share	with	your	chosen	poem
- How	to	share	poems	(introduce,	loud	clear	voice,	share	image)

2 How can	I	write	a	poem?	How	can	visuals	support	poetry?
- Choose	a	topic	you	know	a	lot	about
- Create	a	visual	of	the	topic	(one	or	a	collage)

3 How can	I	write	a	poem?	
- Simile/haiku

4 How	can	visuals	support	poetry?
Choose	a	photograph
- What are	our	senses
- Using	senses	to	describe	details
- Adding	juicy	details	to	my	poems

5 How can	I	write	a	poem?	
- Metaphor

6 How	can	visuals	support	poetry?
- Choose	a	photograph
- Finding	metaphor	
- Adding	metaphor	to	my	poems

7 How can	I	write	a	poem?	
- Alliteration

8 - How	can	visuals	support	poetry?
- Choose	a	photograph
- Finding	purpose
- Adding	purpose	to	my	poems

Unit	Mini	Lesson	Planner



Course/Subject/Grade(s):

Unit	Question:	How	can	I	use language	creatively	to	better	understand	an	image?

Mini	lessons Activity	ideas

9 How can	I	write	a	poem?	
- Free verse/	combining	forms

10 How	can	visuals	support	poetry?
- Choose	a	photograph
- Find	theme
- Add	theme	to	my	poetry

11 How	do	I	share	what	I	have	learned?
- Choosing	photos	and	poems	for	publication
- Creating	a	poetry	portfolio
- Self/peer	assessment
- Creating	a	poetry	cards

12 How	do	I	share	my	poetry	with	others?
- Using	my	voice
- Practice

13 How	do	I	share	my	poetry	with	others?
- Using	my	body
- practice

14 How	do	I	share	my	poetry	with	others?
- Stage presence
- Engaging	an	audience

15 How	do	I	respond	to	poetry	shared	with	me?
- Make	a	connection/	share	an	opinion

16 How	do	I	respond	to	poetry	shared	with	me?
- Ask questions

17 How	do	I	respond	to	poetry	shared	with	me?
- Make inferences/	build	on	ideas

Unit	Mini	Lesson	Planner



Course/Subject/Grade(s):	Grade	6/7	Fine	Arts:	Photography Planning	Team:	Holly,	Carlos,	Linsie,	Shelley

Unit	Big	Idea:	Engaging	in	photographic arts	develops	peoples	ability	
to	understand	and	express	complex	ideas

Unit	Guiding	Question:	Why do	we	take	photographs?	What	
stories	can	photographs	tell	us?

Goals This	is	what	I	
need to	know	

and	do

This is	what	I	must	
know	&	do

This is	what	I	can
know	&	do

This is	what	I	could
know	&	do

This is	what	I	
can	try	to know	

&	do

Content:	I	know	how	
to	take	a	picture

I	know	why	I	take	a	
picture

I	know	that
photos	use	
subjects

I	know	how	
people	in	
photos highlight	
purpose

I	know	that	photos	can	
use	texture	and	space

I	know	how	objects	in	
photos highlight	
purpose

I	know	that	photos	
can	use	colour	&	
pattern

I	know	how	actions	in	
photos highlight	
purpose

I	know	that	photos	can	
use	balance

I	know	how	words	in	
photos highlight	
purpose

I	know	that	
photos	can	use	
contrast

I	know	how	
abstract ideas in	
photos highlight	
purpose
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I	can	use	a	
camera	to	tell	a	
story

I can	take	a	
picture

I	can	use	a	camera	
safely	and	
appropriately

I	can	apply	
photographic
elements	to	my	
photographs

I	can	combine	
photographic elements	
in	my	photography

I	can	use	
multiple	
photographs	
and	elements	to	
create	a	theme

I	can	create	
using	
photography	
purposefully

I	can describe	
why	I	took	a	
picture

I	can	use	play	to	take	
photographs

I	can	use	imagination	
to	take	photographs

I	can	use	inquiry	to	
take	photographs

I	can	use
experimentatio
n	to	take	
photographs

I	can	explore	
relationships in	
photography

I	can	take	
pictures	of
things	that	are	
important	to	
me

I	can	make	connections	
between my	
photography	and	my	
self

I	can	make	
connections	between
my	photography	and	
my	place

I	can	make	
connections	between
my	photography	and	
people	in	my	place

I	can	make	
connections	
between my	
photography	
and	history	of	
my	place

1.	Choose	Big	Idea	&	turn	into	unit	guiding	questions

2.	Choose	
content	goals 3.	Stretch	content	goals4.	Create	

access
5.	Create	
challenge

6.	Choose	
curricular	

competency	
goals

7.	Stretch	competency	goals8.	create	
access

9.	Create	
challenge



Course/Subject/Grade(s):

Unit	Question:	Why do	we	take	photographs?	What	stories	can	photographs	tell	us?

Mini	lessons

1 What	is	a	photograph	and	how	do	I take	one?
- Subject
- Types	of	cameras
- safety

2 How	do	I	take	a	great	photograph?
- Elements	texture/space
- Describe a	photo	I	took	and	why	its	great

3 How	do	I	take	a	great	photograph?
- Elements	pattern/colour
- Describe my	photo	I	took	and	why	its	great

4 How	do	I	take	a	great	photograph?
- Elements	balance/contrast
- Describe my	photo	I	took	and	why	its	great

5 How do	I	take	a	great	photograph	that	tells	a	story?
- Taking	playful	photos
- Using	subjects/objects

6 How do	I	take	a	great	photograph	that	tells	a	story?
- Taking	imaginative	photos
- Using	action

7 How do	I	take	a	great	photograph	that	tells	a	story?
- Taking	inquiring	photos
- Using	words

8 How do	I	take	a	great	photograph	that	tells	a	story?
- Taking	experimental	photos
- Using	abstract	ideas

Unit	Mini	Lesson	Planner



Course/Subject/Grade(s):

Unit	Question:	Why do	we	take	photographs?	What	stories	can	photographs	tell	us?

Mini	lessons

9 How do	I	take	a	great	photograph	that	tells	my	story?
- Using what	we	know	to	take	photos	connecting	to	self

10 How do	I	take	a	great	photograph	that	tells	my	story?
- Using what	we	know	to	take	photos	connecting	to	place

11 How do	I	take	a	great	photograph	that	tells	my	story?
- Using what	we	know	to	take	photos	connecting	to	people	in	my	place

12 How do	I	take	a	great	photograph	that	tells	my	story?
- Using what	we	know	to	take	photos	connecting	to	the history	in	my	place

13 How	do	I	share	what	I	have	learned?
- Building	a	photography	portfolio
- Choosing	our	photos
- Self/peer	assessment
- Submitting	photos	for	publication

14

15

16 Working	with	our	Grade	4/5	buddies

Unit	Mini	Lesson	Planner





• Place	Based
• Where	will	we	implement	our	plan?

• What	is	your	curricular	place/	community/location/land?
• Teach	skills	in	the	context	and	transfer	out	vs.	teach	out	of	the	
context	and	transfer	in

• Start	with	Strength	
• What	can	we	already	do	and	what	do	we	need	to	do	
next?	vs.	Where	should	we	be	and	why	aren’t	we	there?

• Responsive
• What	competencies	do	we	need	to	target?

• As	an	individual
• As	a	group	as	a	whole

• Continuums	of	Success
• What	is	our	range?

• Who	needs	the	most	support?
• Who	needs	the	most	challenge?

BCs	Renewed	Curriculum:	Big	Ideas



Let’s	make	a	plan!
•What	do	you	want	to	try?
•What	can	you	let	go	of?
•What	is	your	first	step?
•Who	can	help	you?
•What	supports	do	you	need?
• From	the	staff	at	your	school?	
• From	the	district?

Group	share	out



Reflections

• What	did	you	try	(that	was	different	than	what	you	
did	before)?

• What	did	you	notice?

• What	did	you	notice	about	your	outside	pins?

• What	are	your	next	steps?



Learning	Map/Lesson	Feedback!

• shelleymoore79@gmail.com



Thinking	back

• In	this	series…
• What	have	you	learned?
• What	did	you	try	that	was	different?
• What	did	you	notice	about	your	ourside	pins?
• What	is	your	next	steps?


